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Maravela|Asociații extends its team

Maravela|Asociații started 2019 with a consolidated consultancy team, following recent recruitment and

internal promotion of several existing team members. 

Thus, in alphabetical order, Raluca Ciocârlan, Roxana Neacșu and Flavia Ștefura joined the firm’s consultancy

team.

Raluca Ciocârlan, senior associate, assists top local and international clients in commercial, corporate and M&A

matters. Raluca holds a Masters degree (LL.M) in European Law awarded by Paris I Pantheon–Sorbonne

University and was, for 4 years, part of Leroy and Asociații team and before, part of Bulboaca and Asociații. She

is a member of the Bucharest Bar since 2003.

Roxana Neacșu, senior associate, had an ascending professional background, for 11 years within the Bucharest

office of Gruia Dufaut law firm. Raluca assists numerous major clients, active in various sectors of the economy,

in corporate and employment matters. She holds a Masters degree (LL.M) in European Law from Paris I

Pantheon–Sorbonne University and is a member of the Bucharest Bar since 2007.

Flavia Ștefura, associate, assists clients in intellectual property, data protection and competition matters, being

equally involved in employment and corporate matters. Previously a part of NNDKP and Peli Filip teams, Flavia

holds a Law degree from Paris I Pantheon–Sorbonne University and is a member of the Bucharest Bar since 2012.

„Although increased work load is, without a doubt, one of the main factors for extending our team, we are always

looking for talented individuals. We are proud to have by our sides talented attorneys that wanted to contribute to

the development of the firm.” Alina Popescu, Founding Partner of Maravela|Asociații

„We are happy to see that lawyers with a remarkable professional route give us their trust and confidence with

regard to the evolution they will have in our firm. This means that the mandates handled and the name we have

built, the manner in wich we have developed and the working model that we provide speak from themselves.” Gelu

Maravela, Founding Partner of Maravela|Asociații

Further information about Maravela|Asociații is available at http://www.maravela.ro
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